DIR INFO WAVE CITE MONT 5444
JNZIP

REF: WAVE 8246 (IN 43216)*

1. [AVJUZZ-1, STATION'S PRINCIPAL CA AGENT, REPORTS CONSIDERABLE RESISTANCE WITHIN LOCAL KUCAGE NETWORK TO NEWS THAT ANCORE-2 WILL AGAIN VISIT MONTEVIDEO. AS PREVIOUSLY REPORTED, ANCORE-2 TENDS TO HOMOPOLIZE LOCAL ACTIVITIES AND HIS BEHAVIOR DURING MONT CONGRESS JUNE 61 SUCH THAT HE PRACTICALLY PERSONA NON GRATA EVEN AMONG HIS FORMER ADMIRERS. HIS RIBALD MIGHTY-KING, PATRONIZING THREE HOUR SPEECHES AND GENERAL AIR OF SUPERIORITY NOW OFFENSIVE TO URUGUAYAN PUBLIC AND STATION CONCURS WITH AVJUZZ-1 THAT HIS PRESENCE MONT DURING MFM MIGHT WELL BE COUNTERPRODUCTIVE. FYI ANCORE-2 LEFT HOTEL BILL UNPAID ON LAST VISIT, WHICH FORCED STATION TO COVER IT.

2. CAN HOU OR HAV TAKE STEPS REMOVE MONTEVIDEO FROM ITINERARY?
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